
Dicover the mostDicover the most
flexible metaverseflexible metaverse  
  of all timeof all time
Gamifify AI + Web3 for mainstreamGamifify AI + Web3 for mainstream
  NO-DB apporachNO-DB apporach



ProblemProblem  

Limited creative freedom escpecially with Ai/GenAi
Slow loading times and limited availability
Lack of customization and dynamic programmability
Inability to monetize and integrate web3 technology 
Can be taken down (Centralized DB)

Current Metaverses don't fully utilize the potential of Ai/GenAi
and Web3 technology



Complete freedom for builders with no graphical
limitations
Decentral stored - Community owned servers
Simple and friendly usage on genAI / AI
Fast and accessible, running directly in any
browser
Dynamic and programmable with JavaScript and
Web3 technology

SolutionSolution  
Fully leverages the power of GenAI, Web3



MarketMarket
Growing demand for metaverse experiences and
sandbox games
Oppertunities for new interactive AI content
Opportunities for artists, developers, and players to
monetize their creations and gameplay
Potential for integration with web3 and
cryptocurrencies

est. 800 billion in 2024
Newzoo IDC



Frictionless and customer friendly Ai/GenAI and
Web3 usage
Complete design freedom for builders on creating
isometric web worlds
Fast and accessible in-browser experience
Programmable with JavaScript
Marketplace to sell code snippets or created assets 

Product featuresProduct features



Freemium model for world creation with paid
extended features
Fees on asset marketplace for artists and
developers
Freemium usage of AI/Genai with paid on
broader usage
Ad/Promotion service on the platform

Business ModelBusiness Model



Successful integration of AI(-tools) within worlds
Offical Shibarium intake project
~10000 Placed assets by private alpha builders
A running private alpha with good reputation and a
tiny but solid community
In talks with companies that supports us cause we
leverage their technology 

Traction & MilestonesTraction & Milestones

(scenario.com, inworld.ai)



VisionVision
Our vision for Endless Web Worlds is to create a new generation of metaverse that is both
simple and entertaining with the power of AI, and that can achieve wide acceptance among
mainstream audiences of cryptocurrencies. We believe that technologies such as AI and
web3 have enormous potential, but they are currently underutilized and not fully
integrated in a way that is appealing to mainstream users.

With Endless Web Worlds, we are simplifying the process of creating and customizing
virtual worlds, and leveraging the power of AI and web3 technologies to create a platform
that offers unique and engaging experiences for players and builders alike. 
We are also creating a marketplace for generated content and complex code (such as AI
code), which will allow creators to monetize their creations and drive innovation on the
platform.

Our goal is to make Endless Web Worlds a leader in the sandbox/metaverse game genre and
a platform that is accessible and appealing to a wide audience.

Next gen. Roblox - Give Blockchain and AI a mainstream purpose



TeamTeam
We are no company yet nor a "trustworthy" gaming studio, but we strongly belive in
the uniqueness and the success of our product and are passionated.

Developer since 12y
Worked for one of the biggest european retail company
lockchain since ´2017

Daredejok(30) - Founder (European)

Developer since 10y 
Worked as a machine engineer for serveral known companies 
 In blockchain since 2017

Bodo(31)- Smart contract (American)



ImpressionsImpressions

Platform World example



ImpressionsImpressions

Asset editor Online interacting



AskAsk Funding / Network / Mentor

We are seeking funding to expand our team with talented
professionals in the gaming and blockchain industries, including skilled
artists and a COO/marketing manager/agency with extensive
knowledge and experience in these spaces. This will allow us to grow
our network and reach more users.

In exchange for the investment, we are offering $EWW tokens on a
vesting schedule, which provides a long-term incentive for our
investors to support the growth and success of the platform



ContactContact

Websit - Endless-web-world.com

Please contact us anytime we would love to have a call with you and
to show you the potiential and our running alpha app

Email - endlessWebWorlds@googlemail.com

Twitter - twitter.com/EndlessWebWorld

Telegram - @DaredejokEww 


